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7.11 MISCELLANEOUS 8 RESOURCE  ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

Other  agencies  have an effect on the Ministry of Forests programs in minor ways . For 
example. the Canadian Forestry Service. Environment Canada. has many cooperative 
programs  with the ministry; the Ministry of Transport. Communications and Highways 
programs are coordinated  with fcfest road programs; and the British Columbia 
Development Corporation has  funding programs f o r  forest industry development . 
However. the foregoing discussion has centered on those programs which have the 
greatest impact on ministry policies . 
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8 Introduction 

8 RESOURCE ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY 

Forestry is the management of forests and forest lands for the continuous  production of 

shortages were felt in woobusing industries. With the  present demand for wood products, 
desired  products and values. Traditionally,  the  science of forestry developed only when 

shortages could develop in British  Columbia if more intensive  forest management is not 
practised. 

The  initial management attempts were  aimed at  protecting  the  forest  from  fire and 
Management of British  Columbia forest  resources began with the  first  Forest  Act (1912). 

attracting industry to use the timber. The first  regulation of the rate of timber  harvesting 
came  with the  introduction of Forest Management Licences (later Tree Farm Licences) 
and  Public Working Circles  (later PSYUs) after the 1946 royal commission report of Chief 
Justice Gordon Sloan. 

usable a t  the time. Demand in the 1960s led to  greater use of smaller  timber. Annual 
Initial regulation of supply relied on crude inventory  estimates and considered only timber 

allowable  cuts  were  recalculated  according  to  these new closeutilization  standards. The 
inventory doubled in  some  cases, and the new supply was made available to  thase who 
could effectively use it. 

The mibsixties witnessed  technological innovation in the sawmilling sector,  accompanied 

the utilization of previously undersized wood for  lumber  and chips. Pulp mills began to  use 
by integration and concentration of the  forest industry. New milling techniques allowed 

sawmill residues as their  primary source of fiber.  Standing  timber  previously  designated 
f o r  pulp mills was  now available  for sawmilling. Industry was encouraged for  the  creation 
of new wealth and employment. Such expansion is now reaching  the  limits of the 
prescribed  allowable cuts in  many parts of the province. 

The  environmental movement of the 1970s created demands f o r  wilderness areas, forest 
recreation and environmental  protection. As a  consequence, the  practice of forestry  is 
now required  to produce  a greater  range of goods  and services while remaining in the 
context of sustained yield. 

Range user conflicts  that  resulted  from heavy demand  on the available range led to  the 
Grazing  Act of 1919. Regulation of range use began in the  1920s in the major valleys of 
the central and southern  interior.  Petween 1912 and 1932, a grazing commissioner in 
Victoria  tried  to  organize  stockmen  into associations, plan critical  range  improvements 
and  regulate the principal  grassland  and  lightly forested zones of the province. 

In 1932 regional  range staff  were  located in  Kamloops and Williams Lake. User conflicts 

hired after  the Second World War. Range  specialists went to  Nelson  in 1947, Prince George 
on poor-condition range  still  occurred in the  fringe areas. More regional  agrologists were 

in 1956, Dawson Creek in 1963 and Smithers in 1978. 

Following the  introduction of regulations,  degraded and overstocked  ranges improved 
substantially. Even in the  remoter  areas, which have only recently been regulated, 
progress  towards  recovery is evident.  The  process of a range  management program still 
depends  heavily on the enthusiasm of the users  themselves. Without their  support progress 
is very slow. 
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The purpose of this resource analysis is to  determine  the  timber  and fwage  resource 
supply problems within the province. This chapter  outlines the methodology by which the 
analysis of these  resources was done. The first  section explains the basic  concepts behind 
both timber and forage management. The other sections describe the procedures that 
were followed. 

8.1  FOREST  DYNAMICS 

8.1.1  FOREST  CHARACTERISTICS 

A forest is a  heterogeneous  unit  comprising numerous components that interact with each 

to examine forest stands, or groups of trees that have similar growth and age 
other in a variety of  ways. While i t  is impractical  to discuss individual trees, it is feasible 

characteristics. 

In studying  a province as large as British Columbia, even a forest stand is a small unit. 

group would be made up of several stands in  which balsam is the dominant species - for 
Consequently, stands are categsized  into species groups. For example, the balsam species 

instance,  the balsam, balsamspruce and batsam-hemlock inventory types. 

Forest  Stand Growth Pattern 

While each  stand has its own particulm growth pattern, all stands go through a similar 
process. In general, each stand starts with a large number of seedlings, but as the trees 
grow they begin competing with each other. Those unable to  compete die off. Even during 
the immature stages, a stand may only contain 10 percent of the original number of 
seedlings. 

This loss in  number allows solar  energy,  water and available  nutrients  to be concentrated 
on a few trees, thus promoting their growth. So despite the decreased number of trees, 
the volume of  wood within the stand  increases rapidly. 

A s  the  stand  matures,  the  rate of growth begins to decline. The trees lose their vigour and 
succumb to  fire,  insects,  diseases and other  natural  catastrophes. As these trees die off 
faster  than  growth can be added, the volume of  wood declines. As the  stand collapses, new 
trees begin to come in and the cycle  repeats itself. 

Figure 8/A shows the  typical growth pattern within a stand. 
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Currently the merchantable volume accumulation is used to  determine  the  appropriate 

of growth is the mean annual increment (MAI): the total volume at  any age divided by that 
cutting age to  yield the largest possible volume for production. A frequently used measure 

we. 

If the results of this calculation are plotted on a graph, a curve  similar to that in Figure 
8/C  results. The greatest  rate of growth in the stand occucs at the highest  point on the 
MA1 curve. This is the best time to harvest the stand in order to  get the most  
merchantable volume and is defined as the rotation age. 

FIGURE a/c 
Mean Annual Increment  Curve 

Forest Growth Pattern 

The  numerous stands in a forest  are at variovs stages of development. For simplicity the 
stands are grouped into 20-year we classes. 

The  growth characteristics of the forest depend upon the distribution of the age classes 
within it. The age profiie of the forest is,shown in the bar graph in Figure 8/D. In the 
profile 20 years hence, each age clas will have matured 20 years end w i l l  replace the age 
class that was immediately to  its right. The last age c l a s  in the old time period becomes 
the  first age class in the new time period. 

The merchantable volume of the growing stock can be determined for any time period by 
multiplying the  area in each  age class by the appropriate yield. 
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FIGURE 8/D 
Forest Age Classes Over Time 
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8.1.2 FOREST  MANAGEMENT 

The forest is constantly  changing with or without the influence of man.  With the  use of his 

removes mature timber, silviculture which accelerates  growth, and protection which 
technology, however, man is able  to  affect  the  natural changes  through harvesting which 

reduces losses from fire,  insects and disease.  Because man's activities can modify the 
forest so greatly,  it has to be managed to  achieve conditions that are  desirable both for 
the present and the  future. 

To manage the forest,  the decision-maker must have information on the biological and 
economic  aspects of the  forests. In British  Columbia, a  management program must take 
into  account management of other  resources such as wildlife habitat,  creation of 
recreational  facilities, and protection of soil  from erosion and nutrient losses. 

When examining  the volume of wood in the growing stock, emphasis must be on that 
porticm  of the  growing  stock that is usable by man. Volumes will be estimated  for  those 
species  that  are  commercially used according  to  the  utilization  standards f o r  the repion. 
These volumes are  referred  to as merchantable volumes. 

Within the individual stand, it is possible to identify the operational  limits beyond  which 
timber  harvesting is impractical.  These  are shown generally in Figure 8/E. The actual 
nlncement of the  operational  limits will depend upon the  species,  the  productivity of the 
site and economic conditions. 

FIGURE 8/E 
Sample  Operational  Limits 

AGE IN YEARS 
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Quantity is  not the only factor involved in  determining  operability. The first  operable 
level  occurs when the  trees  reach  a  certain size. While merchant8ble volumes occur much 
earlier,  they  are  spread over a  larger number of smaller  trees. It may only be practical, 
for  instance,  to  harvest  trees  that  are a t  least 20 cm  in diameter. In the older  stands,  the 
trees  are much larger and operability  is  defined on the basis of a minimum volume per 
hectare. 

Even  though the above parameters can be described in some  detail,  thev  are not the  sole 
criteria  for making management decisions. The level of harvesting depends on the goals of 

the crops and economic  conditions in the  forest industry. Thus the  level of harvesting is a 
management as well as the  nature of the growing stock,  the  level of protection given to 

matter of choice. 

from  the  productive  forest  sites. The oldest  age  stands  were  cut  first. Allowances were 
The past policy has been to set  the  cutting level  to attain  the maximum volume of wood 

forest land base. 
made for  other uses by reducing  the  total  forest land base clown to  the  net  productive 

Now the  manager has two means of adjusting  the  nature of the  forest. H e  may alter  the 
age structure through harvesting and  he  may accelerate  the growth rate through 
silviculture.  Present policy defines  the  silviculture and harvesting  rates by simulating  the 
long-term consequences of harvesting at  a chosen rate. The higher the  initial  harvesting 
rate is set, the more difficult  it is to  maintain  that level of cut. A supportingsilvicultural 
program must be implemented to secure  future wood supplies. 

A harvesting  level chosen in the  short  term (20 years) that causes  the long-term harvest 

long-run sustainahle yield level is the volume of harvest  that can be sustained from the 
to go below the long-run sustainable yield  does  not conform with ministry policy.  The 

productive  forest  sites with only minimal or basic silvicultural  treatments. I t  is calculated 
from the volume available  at  the  culmination of the mean annual  increment  for all sites. 

The manager may alter  the long-term  consequences of  his chosen harvest  level bv 
practising  intensive  fcrestrx. With silviculture,  the long-term production  level  can be 
increased  substantially.  The  difference  between  the long-run sustainable yield level and 
the desired  production  level will indicate  the  level of silvicultural program required  (see 
Figure 8/F). However, in some  situations,  it may  not  be  possible to maintain  present  levels 
of harvest with silvicultural  programs. In these  instances, improved utilization and 
protection of the  forests  are  required. 
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FIGURE 8/F 
Silvicultural  Requirements Based on Long-term Production 
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8.2 REGIONAL  TIMBER  ANALYSIS 

The regions used in the analysis (see Map 8/a) are based on the six Ministry of Forests 

subdivided. The new regions - Peace  River and Bulkley-Northwest - were delineated 
administrative regions. The two forest regions of Prince George and Prince  Rupert  were 

because  they  reflect  distinct  economic and social conditions. 

Map 8Ia 
Forest Analysis  Regions 
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8.2.1 TIMBER  PRODUCTION  FORECAST  TE~CHNIQUES 

To predict  future consequences of present  harvesting  programs,  a  computer  simulation 
model is used.  The user supplies  a  target  harvest  schedule  for  the next several  decades 

timber supply. It gives the  harvest  schedule,  cuts  the  rewired volume, makes allowances 
and, given the existing growing stock and growth data, the model simulates  the  resulting 

f o r  fires,  other  losses and regeneration  eelays,  grows  the  remaining forest ,  and then 
begim cutting again. To predict growth after  harvest, the model assumes  a basic 
silvicultural program which varies  regionally. In each  simulation three  alternative wood 
production levels  are examined. 

The first  level, L1, represents  a  decreasing  level of woad production over a 100-year 
period, from the  present  commitment  level down to  the long-run sustainable yield if this 
is below the present  commitment. 

The second  alternative, L2, is maintenance of the  present  commitment level. 

The third alternative, LQ, follows predicted  increases  for  industrial growth (or wood-use 
projections)  for 20 years,  levelling off at  this increased harvest thereafter. 

In all regions,  the same  procedure is used to  display regional wood-supply options and to  
provide information for  alternative  ministry programs. Normally, three  alternative wood 
production levels are examined. 

Delineation of the  Land  Rase 

The gross regional land base  includes only those  lands on which the Ministry of Forests 
may regulate  timber harvesting. 

To  make  allowances for other uses and operational  constraints this land  base  is  reduced to  
the net  available  land base. Reductions  determined from input from Ministry of Forests 
staff,  other  ministries and Crown agencies  ere: 

- agriculture and grazing  lanQ, 
- residential and industrial  arees, 
- domestic and industrial  watersheds, 
- parks and recreation  areas, 
- roads and other rights-of-way, 
- environmental  protection  areas, 
- uneconomic logging areas. 

The Forest  Inventory 

Data  describing the  grass forest  inventory  are  obtained from the Inventory Branch of the 
Ministry of Forests. The areas in each  inventory  type and site class are  tabulated for  each 
region. These data consist of area  summaries for age classes 1-20,  21-40,  41-60,  61-80, 
81-100,  101-120 and 121+. Data for  Tree Farm  Licences and Public  Sustained Yield Units 
are supplied separately. 
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The application of regional harvesting  rules  define  that  part of the  productive  forest 

regional  staff and may: 
which comprises the commercially  available growing stock. The rules are defined by the 

- set minimum cutting qes, 
- exclude certain  site  types, 
- set minimum harvestable volumes, 
- make  only a proportion of an  inventory  type available for harvest, 
- define  the  inventory  types  available  for  harvesting. 

Regional yield tables  are  constructed  to  estimate growth on each  stand. 

NSR (not  satisfactorily  restocked) and DSD (disturbed,  stocking  doubtful) areas were 

the  extent of the  total NSR, they provide the basis for a program of restocking based on 
taken from the history  records  maintained in the regions. While these may not fully reflect 

ground surveys. The actual NSR may be greater  than shown, but further  regeneration 
surveys are required to confirm and locate  other  areas. 

8.2.2 ANALYSIS 

In the  analysis,  the model considers a planning horizon of 150 years divided into 16 time 
periods. The first two periods are five  years in length;  the remaining 14 are 10 years long. 

For each wood production  level, the model attempts  to  harvest  the given volume through 
three passes over the  inventory. In the  first pass, the model attempts  to find the volume 
in the  age  class and type  proportions  harvested in 1977. Where this is not possible, i t  then 
attempts  to fill the gaps by searching  other age classes, beginning  with the  oldest  age 
class and ending at  the minimum cutting age. In the third  pass,  remaining shortfalls in the 

within each  type. 
total  target  harvest  are  searched  for  across  all  commercial  types, from oldest  to youngest 

A t  the end of  the  three  passes,  the  target  harvest may or may not have  been  found in the 
inventory. In either  case,  the model adjusts  the  inventory  for  the various losses and grows 
the  remaining  forest. All inventory  types  are grown, regardless of whether or not they  are 
harvested. 

The simulation  displays  the following information: 

- areas and  volumes harvested by age  class,  inventory  type and site class during 
each time period, 

- areas with growing stock  at  the end of each time period. 
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8.3 RANGE DYNAMICS 

In range  management,  consideration is given to both the biological and social elements. 
The biological elements include the  ability of the range to feed livestock a t  various t i m a  
of the year. This capability is measured through the vegetative  cover, the mixture of 
forage species and the  nutritive value of those  species at  various t imes  of the year. 

rangelands are open grasslands found at low elevations in the drier valleys and plateaux 
Grasses and many edible forbs are natural forare for livestock. The most important 

primarily in the southern  interior. However, 90 percent of all our usable forage is under 
forest cover  with  scattered meadow  openings. Tree density, slope, brokenness of terrain 
and distance  from drinking water  influence the usability of the forage. 

The ability of the range to support  livestock  depends on the  prevalence and vigour of the 
palatable  plant  species.  Grazing  livestock are selective and will deplete  the mos t  
preferred  species  first. Eventually, the usable, productive forage  plants are  replaced with 
those of little or no worth. 

Following severe disturbance, a plant  succession  recommences. While succession  varies 

and, in the case of grasslands,  finally by climax  perennial  grasses. In forest areas the final 
with locale, the general order is first broadleafed annual plants  followed by annual grasses 

succession will be trees. The rate of succession is affected by the degree of disturbance, 
dryness of the site and the type of grazing program. 

accelerates until it  reaches a period of flush growth which peaks just prior to maturity. A t  
Plant  growth  follows a seasonal  pattern.  The rate of growth in spring is relatively slow but 

maturity, the growth  increment stops and lasses begin to  OCCUT as seed disperses, leaves 
and stems  are broken by the wind and the  plants begin to decompose. 

The  nutrient  cycle follows the  growth cycle. New growth provides the most palatable and 
best-yality fuage in which the highest percentage of plant proteins are found. As plants 
mature, the percent of protein reduces. The greatest net  nutrient value coincides  with the  

patterns  determine the volume at  and the timing of maturity, Year-to-year variability is 
early stages of plant maturity when for most grasses the see& are being set. The weather 

high. However, it  is what happens after  maturity that is of particular  concern to range 
managers. 

Some grasses  such as the bunchgrasses cure on the stem so that nutrients  remain in the 
leaves during winter dormancy. These grassa provide feed  for  livestock late into  the 
season. Many of the forest and meadow grasses withdraw nutrients  into the roots prior to  
winter dormancy. 

While both of these cycles follow regular  seasonal patterns, annual  weather  conditions 
have a tremendous effect on the  timing of these cycles. For example, a moist sping and 
summer result in good forage growth. A fairly  dry summer helps the curing of hay. On the 
other hand, a cold spring will delay the development of new growth u extremely  dry 
weather  during the summer will cause the plants to withdraw their  nutrients early. 
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While this growth  increment  varies  throlghout the growing season, the feed  intake of the 
livestock is relatively  constant.  Therefore, an objective of range  management is to 
maintain the range in  good condition by adjusting  the  intensity and duration of use for 
grazing. The palatable  plants  must not be weakened. 

One of the major problems is providing feed late in the season and over the winter. 
Further, to  reduce the length of the high-cost winter  feeding period, it is important  for 
the rancher to be able to  put his livestock on the range as soon as it is safe  in the sping. 

ability of the rancher to  produce his own feed for  the winter months. There is no point 
Under present range policy, the allocation of the  range will largely be contingent upon the 
developing additional summer range if winter  feed  supplies  are unavailable. Thus the total 
ranching system, including private summer  range capacity, must be taken into  account  to 
arrive a t  management  decisions for Crown range. 

Up to this point, discussion has centered on the use of natural ranges. Since grass has an 
annual  growth  cycle it is readily amenable to short-term decisions. F u  this reason, i t  is 
possible to  consider using temporarily  created ranges such as forest  clearcuts or 

optims f o r  government  expenditure is fairly  large  but  it will be constrained by the  ability 
developing improved permanent  pastures as well as upgrading native range. The choice of 

of the individual rancher to  take advantage of the developments. 
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0.4 REGIONAL  RANGE ANALYSIS 

The regional  summaries  are based on data supplied by the zone agrologists of the Ministry 
of Forests. Each agrologist w a s  asked to estimate the following: 

- condition of rangelands, 
- seasonal use patterns, - existing  limits  to  producticn, 
- methods of expansion, 

system  as a whole. 

The results of the questionnaire are highly subjective as there is inadequate research or 
inventory to  supply objective  information. However, the agrologists  were  conservative in 
their estimates so that  the development potentials are more  likely  to be underestimated 
than  overestimated. 

8.4.1 RANGE  CONDITION 

An inventory of plant  communities has been made on less than 40 percent of the present 

condition,  then, reflects  the judgment of the range agrologist. 
ranges, and recent  information exists for less than 10 percent of them. The data on range 

Poor, fair, good and excellent condition classes refer to the proportions of desirable plant 
species  within a given community. The classes are an  estimation of the degree of 
livestock  use and its effects on the community. Continued ovefgrazhg results in 
poor-condition range, while a proper degree of grazing should result in good- to  
excellent-condition range. 

Condition assessment  describes only the degree to which the existing  plant  community has 

production from the area. This type of assessment  cannot supply much infumatim on 
been harmed by livestock use, and no infarmation is given about the potential for  

man-made ranges such as pastures or logged areas. 
Areas  such as clearcuts could supply a great deal of forage if properly managed. In an 

restricted. 
unmanaged state, little forage is produced and a c e s  to  available  plant species is 

8.4.2 SEASONAL  USE  PATTERNS 

As season of use is largely a management  decision, the data are relatively  accurate. 

dates were used. 
However, variations in weather conditions will alter the yearly  pattern and 90 average 

This is especially  true in the case of development of spring-fall pastures and we of 
Production of feed in any one  season may affect the degree of range use in some other. 

clearcuts in the fall. 
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Development of pasture in many areas means that ranches will no longer be forced to 
graze their hayfields either  before the growing season or after harvest. Excessive grazing 
of hayfields hes detrimental  effects on crop yields. Therefore,  creation of pasture 
indirectly  increases the supply of winter feed. 

In the same fashion, seeding of lower-elevation clearcuts to  species which retein  theii 
nutritive values late in fall will permit reduced fall use of open range and consequent 
increased production on the same  ranges in spring. Indirect  effects are especially 
important for hayfields in northern  British Columbia and spring  range in the south. 

8.4.3 LIMITS  TO  PRODUCTION 

Limits to increased  production are  detailed in tables in each regional summary. In most 
areas, the limits  appear  to be either winter feed or spring-fall ranges. Summer range, 
generally Crown-owned, is almost always in adequate supply. 

Branch. They named that season in  which they would first attempt to increase feed 
Limits to production  were  assessed by regional personnel of the Range Management 

supplies if they were a profit-oriented sole owner of each stock range, and the second and 
third limits which  would appear after the primary one was relieved. 

8.4.4 METHODS OF EXPANSION 

The capacity of rangeland to supply forage may often be increased by application of 
several types of management techniques. 

(1) Renovation 

Actions,  generally  mechanical, taken  to  restore range to a previously more 
productive state. This applies  to areas which  have been degraded  through  livestock 
overuse or other  factors such as invasion of weeds. 

(2) Development 

Removal of existing limits  to  forage production or use (timber  cover,  water, access) 
and bringing new lands  into production as range,  pasture, or cropland. 

(3) Stock control 

Management of livestock on range to ensure even utilization of forage and good 
growth of animals. 

(4) Treatment of Logged Areas 

Any action  taken which increases the production and use of forage on logged areas. 
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Range Renovation 

H~~~ grazing  places  excessive  pressure on plants  desirable to livestock,  reducing  the 
proportion of such desirable  species in the plant community. Renovation  involves changing 
the mix  of plants  from  predominately low-production to high-production species. 

Options include: 

- clearing brush, 
- discing and seeding  grasses, 
- control of forest  encroachment, 
- control of weed infestations, 
- thinning  overly  dense tree  thickets, 
- controlled burns of brush, overly  dense  thickets or forest understory. 

The most common form of treatment will involve the simultaneous  dbcing and seeding of 
poor-condition, low-elevation  ranges. The Engineering Ranch of the Ministry of 
Agriculture has recently developed a new rangeland seeder which kills existing  vegetation, 
prepares  the seedbed and covers seed in one operation at  a cost of about $100 to $125 per 
hectare. The availability of this machine is an  important change in the technology of 
range management. 

Control of invasive noxious  weeds on open ranges is a growing problem in the southern 
interior, especially in the Kootenay, Okenagan and Kamlcops-Nicda areas. Knapweed, a 
native of Eurasia, is estimated to infest some 50000 ha of open ranges. production is lost 
each  year as knapweed density  increases.  Heavily infested  ranges have lost 90 percent of 
their  carrying  capacity  for animals. Losses from other weed species are smaller but still 
significant. 

Control of weeds is at  present  almost  exclusively by chemical means. These met- are 
e d v e  but may achieve  control in particular areas. Research is being conducted  into 
methods of biological control which may reduee need papllatiarrs by introducing 
species-specific  parasites. 

Other methods of range  renovation are largely aimed at  removal of dense  canopies of 
trees or shrubs to permit  increased  growth of understory grases and forbs. Under 
controlled  conditions, burning brush or dense juvenile trees will be the most common 
treatment, although in  some areas  timber may be valuable enough for  precommerical 
thinning or commercial thinning. The value of forage should be considered in calculations 
of the economic feasibility of thinning. 

Renovation  is directed mainly towards the open rangelands and therefore will have its 
greatest  effect upon the production of spring and fall gmeiRg. Analysis of investments in 
range treatments of any type must consider the relative values of augmented  feed 
supplies in various  seasom.  Some  summer  ranges may be in need of renovatian but 
spring-fall ranges are clearly the primary targets. 
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Range Development 

Development generally  refers to  creation of new ranges, pasture or hey areas. New forage 
supplies may be developed by several means: 

- clearing  timber,  seeding  grasses and legumes  for range or pasture, 
- clearing  timber,  seeding hay, 
- meadow improvement - ditching,  drainage, 
- fertilization of rangeland. 

Development of  new range may supply forage in all seasons, but the high expenses of land 

spring  pastures or winter feedstuffs.  Fertilization of  open ranges can boost productivity 
clearing and preparation  restrict development to the most valuable seasolls - generally 

greatly, but research  into  the costs and benefits of aerial  fertilization is not yet  adequate 
to judge the  technique as a  large-scale  management tool. 

Stock  Control 

The primary  options for controlling  livestock are  fences or riders,  creating of trails or 
roads to new areas, driving or trucking  livestock  to  remote  areas, and developing of 
stock-watering  facilities to  permit  use of previously dry ranges. In some areas,  placing of 
mineral or protein  supplements may enable  cattle  to grow on forage of low nutritive 
values. 

Stock-control  techniques are  necessary on all ranges. Most  of the open grasslands of the 
province have been fenced,  water has been developed and animals are  fairly well 

Standing Committee on Agriculture  indicate  that on about 40 percent of the Crown range 
managed.  The situation on summer  ranges is quite  different.  Data  collected by the Select 

units in the  southern  interior,  livestock  are  almost  totally unmanaged. 

Treatment of Logged Areas 

Forested  areas can be managed to produce an annual crop of forage as well as a periodic 
crop of trees.  Forage  production can be greatly enhanced,  especially just after logging. 
Removal of debris  from the  site,  extra  scarification  to  ensure  a good seedbed for  grasses, 
and aerial or hand seeding of forage  species all help to produce usable forage. When stock 
are properly managed, grazing of clearcut  sites does negligible  damage to  tree 
regeneration. 

Applicable treatments include: 

- clean-up of debris and seeding, 

- aerial  seeding, 
- scarification of cutblocks and seeding, 

- thinning overly  dense  regeneration. 

In nearly all cases,  treatment of logged area will increase supplies of summer range. 
However summer feed is generally in excess supply. 
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8.4.5 MANAGEMENT  INTENSPTY 

Each  regional  summary lists applicable  development options and their projected costs. 
Comparison of costs must consider the time periods for which they will be beneficial. 

Range  renovation with a disc seeder may yield greatly  increased  forage production for 

Other  management options, such as range fertilization, brush or weed control, or forest 
many years. Improvement of logged areas may yield lsable  forage  for 15 to 20 years or so. 

underburning may  have to be undertaken  periodically  every three  to ten years. Still,  other 
measures such as riders or irrigation of hayfields will  require  some  investment  every  year. 

The intensity of livestock use cn any area  largely  determines the life of the investment. 
For instance, a newly seeded area of spring  range may yield high-quality forage almost in 
perpetuity if moderately  stocked, or heavy use may deplete the new range in a few years. 
Management objectives which  weigh the benefits  to be derived  from  various levels of use 
are assessed. The value of the forage produced and the  projected costs of future 
renovation, help determine the degree of use. 

8.4.6 INCREASE IX RANGE PRODUCTION 

The regional data summarizes the projected yield from  range  developments. These were 
derived for each  stock  range using the following criteria to define three feasible  levels of 
production. Information f o r  L1 w a s  derived from the Rangelands of British Columbia 
report f o r  the Select Standing Committee on Agriculture. 

LI Present Droduction adjusted to  account  for  existing trends in supply 
1 

(generally a slight decrease). 
L? Present  production plus increases  resulting  from  the  renovation of 

options. 

U s e  of private range was estimated from information gathered from a number of 

Standing Committee on Agriculture and the Ministry of Forests Inventory Branch. Herd 
agencies. The area in private land was estimated f r o m  statistics produced by the Select 

size was obtained from  Agricuture Canada. The s e a ~ o n  of use was defined by the range 
egrol@ts. The estimate of private  range use was added to  the figures for Crown range 
use which were derived from the Select  Standing  Committee on Agriculture and the 
Ministry of Forests. 

Because of the problems associated  with  comparing data from a variety of sources and 
collected  for a variety of purpcees, the  estimates of private range use only allow for  
superficial observations. Agrolcgists estimated the potential  for  increased use on both 
private and public land within each stock rage. They essumed that the use of private land 
was positively correlated with the use of Crown land. While this assumption is not true f o r  
all stock ranges, it is reasonable for the regional aggregates.  The potential  for  increased 
range use includes increased use on both private and public lands. The proportion of 
increase  attributable to  Crown range is assigned by using a weighted  average based on 
present use by stock ranges. 
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8.5 RECREATION AND THE  TOURIST  INDUSTRY 

According to facts and figures provided by the Ministry of Tourism  and Small Business 
Development, tourism is British Columbia's third largest industry, behind forestry and 
mining.  More than 11.5 millicn persons visited a- toured the province in 1978. 

An estimated 10 000 tourist-oriented businesses receive these revenues  directly whereas 

Tourism directly employs the equivalent of 60 000 people or 6 percent of the provincial 
many more businesses benefit indirectly by providing supplies to  the  service  sector. 

workforce and indirectly provides jobs for thousands more residents  through  support 
services. 

Although there  are no figures  to  substantiate the role of forest  recreation in inducing 
people to  travel and recreate in British Columbia, it exerts a major influence.  Seeing the 
majestic Canadian Rocky Mountains or the still wild northern part of British Columbia, 

the Kispiox or Mmice are the desires of many  people. 
camping in the Okanagan or Bella Coola Valleys, and fishing in productive rivers such as 

Since the Ministry of Forests is responsible for  protecting and managing the recreational 
values  and features on the majority of the provincial land base, the Recreation 
Management Branch program must be considered an important  part of the tourist industry. 

8.5.1 ADMINISTRATIVE  ROLES IN FOREST  RECREATION 

The Ministry of Forests is one of several agencies involved in outdoor recreation 
management in the province. Others  include the Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division of 
the Ministry of Lands, Parks and  Housing; Parks Canada; regional and municipal 
governments;  the Highways Branch of the Ministry of Transportation,  Communications 
and Highways;  and the  private  sector. 

Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division 

The Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division is responsible for  recreation management 
within Class A and B provincial  parks, recreation  areas and nature conservancies.  It 
provides opportunities for camping, hiking, canoeing, picnicking, environmental  education, 
and cultural education. Facility development is usually of a relatively high standard and 
managed activities such as scheduled nature walks are  frequently emphasized. 

Parks  Canada 

Parks  Canada,  a  federal  government  agency, is very  similar to  the Parks and Outdoor 

applicable only to  federally managed lands within the province. 
Recreation Division in terms of goods  and services it provides. However, its mandate is 
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Regional and Municpal Governments 

Regional and municipal governments usually have the responsibility f o r  recreation 
management on Crown lands within settlement areas. Sometimes this responsibility will 
extend beyond of settlement areas to regional parks. 

These  agencies  serve  the communities  they  administer by providing regional and municipal 
parks, playgrounds, and picnic tables. These facilities  are  intended for  high  use  and are 
usually easily  accessible from urban centers. 

Highways Branch 

The  Highways Branch of the Ministry of Transportation,  Communications and  Highways is 
not in the recreation  field per se. Rather,  it provides safety or rest stops at strategic 
points along major  highways. Basic facilities include picnic tables end sanitation  facilities. 
But since many local residents use Highway developments as day-we destinatiom  rather 
then rest  stops,  this agency must be recognized as having a significant  role in recreation 
management in the province. 

Private  Sector 

The private sector provides recreation  opportunities on private land. These  developments 

government agencies. Examples of private developments inch& summer resorts, fishing 
cater to a clientele that seeks mme convenience features than  is normally provided by 

and hunting camps, dude ranches, campgrounds and hot springs. 

Ministry of Forests 

Prior to 1972, the preceding five agencies managed recreation in the province. This meant 
that land outside their  jwkdiction was not being managed. To provide recreation  services 

responsibility f o r  recreation management and aligned these duties with i ts  forest 
on this unmanaged portion of the land base, the Ministry of Forests  accepted the 

management  programs. The new Miniistry of Forests Act and the revised  Forest Act have 
since  confirmed the responsibility of the Ministry of Forests for recreation management 
on the forest  and range  land base. 

Individuals wing Ministry of Forests  sites are searching for  solitude, a low level of 

development is very low key. The facilities provided at sites and along trails are of a 
aganization and a natural environment. Therefore the Ministry of Forests recreation 

rustic  nature, with  emphasis on maintaining environmental quality and minimal public 
aganization. These facilities include toilets, garbage ~0nt9iners, parking  spaces, tent 
pads, directional sip, trails,  boat launch pads, fire Pace, short access spurs and picnic 
tabla .  

Recreational users are dispersed  throughout the forest and rangelands and using sites of 
their own choice. When problems arise as a result of this  mcrganized use, such as those 
relating to litter,  sanitation or environmental degradatim,  the Ministry of Forests will 
take necessary actions to resolve  such problems. 
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8.6 FOREST  RECREATION  ANALYSIS 

8.6.1 DATA  COLLECTION 

Data on supply and current use are provided by Ministry of Forests regional and 
headquarter staff. Where possible, it  is supplemented by information from reports and 
studies  carried  out by other agencies. The following techniques  for  predicting the future 
demand for  recreation  opportunities  were used. 
(1) The approximate number of people who sought recreation  facilities on lands managed 

by the Ministry of Forests during the 1978/79 fiscal  year (based on regional 
information) was estimated. Use figures were categorized  into  regional  residents and 

(2) These figures  were  projected to  the 1984/85 fiscal year using the historical rate of 
visitors. 

(3) The total projected use figure was then divided into use figures for sites and for  trails 
population increase for  residents and an estimated  rate of increase in visitor numbers. 

(4) The total use figures for  sites were then  converted to  weekend user visits by 
using the  ratio of use estimated f o r  1978/79. 

assuming that 30 percent of all site user visits  occurred  during  July and, further, that 
20 percent of July use  can  occur on any one weekend, exclusive of holiday weekends. 

(5) The total use figure for trails was then  split according to  summepuse  trails and 
winter-use trails using the  ratio observed by regional staff in 1978/79. (These two 
categories are not mutually exclusive.) 

Each of the resulting  total use figures  were  then  converted to weekend user visits by 
making the same assumptions f o r  summer-use trails as were made for  sites and 
assuming that 25 percent of total winter trail use can occur in any one  winter month 
and that up to 20 percent of monthly use can occur on any one weekend, exclusive of 
holidays. 

The weekend user visit  figures f o r m  the basis for  a comparison of developed capacity and 
projected demand. Average party  size at sites was  estimated'  to be three people. It was 
also assumed that summer and winter trails had a capcity of 10 people per kilometer at 
any one time. 

8.6.2 ANALYSIS 

Based on the data  at hand, the projections of recreation demand for  concentrated, 
dispersed (summer) and dispersed (winter)  opportunities during the program period were 
compared with those total opportunities  available from the land h s e  and also with the 
level of opportunities provided by the  present  recreation program. 

8.6.3 INTERPRETATION 

In interpreting the results of the analysis,  potential  imhalances in the demand-supply of 
recreation  opportunities  were  identified and  program options were discussed. 
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8.7 OTHER AGENCY INPUT 

In order to mure that the Ministry of Forests' analysis was related to the programs of 
government, input was gathered from other egencies. The ministry sent letters to the 
headquarter  offices of the other resource agencies, requesting a formal  submission. These 
agencies appointed  liaison  people, who were then consulted by the task force  to  ensure 
that they understood the  requirements of the Ministry of F o r e s t s  Act. 

The agency representative was speeifically esked to provide the  task  force with: 

- a  descriptive overview of progmms, 
- ~n awessment of present we and trends f o r  resources under its jurisdiction, 
- a discussion of legislation affecting its resource management, 
- a  description of programs that affect  forest and range management, and 

vimversa. 

The regional structure of the  report was explained so that the regional staffs of the 
agencies could supply data.  Particular emphasis was placed on the interaction between 
agency programs and forest administration. 

The data r e c e i v e d  were used to 888865 the land  reduction factors diacllssed in 8.3.1. In 
each chepter,  subsection I.2.4 describes the Other Major Uses in each region. Section l.4 
outlines the Resour& Interactions. 

To ensure that the &a wwe iatmqwetedcrceraptelg and aU major interactions dkmsed, 
the ministry  inrtituted  a review pmces. Task f o r c e  members presented draft copies of 
th regional chapters  to each Regional Resowee Menag?ment  Committee. The total 
program was explained though a formal  presentation and the RRMC members were asked 
infmmally to comment on relevant sections of the chapter. These comments could be in 
the form of discussions a t  the  meeting or written  suggestions  submitted  later. 
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